h GB virus B (GBV-B; family Flaviviridae, genus Hepacivirus) has been studied in New World primates as a model for human hepatitis C virus infection, but the distribution of GBV-B and its relatives in nature has remained obscure. Here, we report the discovery of a novel and highly divergent GBV-B-like virus in an Old World monkey, the black-and-white colobus (Colobus guereza), in Uganda. The new virus, guereza hepacivirus (GHV), clusters phylogenetically with GBV-B and recently described hepaciviruses infecting African bats and North American rodents, and it shows evidence of ancient recombination with these other hepaciviruses. Direct sequencing of reverse-transcribed RNA from blood plasma from three of nine colobus monkeys yielded near-complete GHV genomes, comprising two distinct viral variants. The viruses contain an exceptionally long nonstructural 5A (NS5A) gene, approximately half of which codes for a protein with no discernible homology to known proteins. Computational structure-based analyses indicate that the amino terminus of the GHV NS5A protein may serve a zinc-binding function, similar to the NS5A of other viruses within the family Flaviviridae. However, the 521-amino-acid carboxy terminus is intrinsically disordered, reflecting an unusual degree of structural plasticity and polyfunctionality. These findings shed new light on the natural history and evolution of the hepaciviruses and on the extent of structural variation within the Flaviviridae.
G
B virus B (GBV-B), together with hepatitis C virus (HCV), belongs to the genus Hepacivirus within the family Flaviviridae (1) . This family also includes the genera Pestivirus and Flavivirus and the recently accepted genus Pegivirus, which contains the GBV-A, -C, and -D viruses (1) as well as newly described viruses in bats, horses, and rodents (2) (3) (4) (5) . GBV-B was first described in 1967 in tamarins (Saguinus spp.) and other New World monkeys after their inoculation with acute-phase plasma from a physician ("G.B.") with unexplained hepatitis (6) . Subsequent analysis of acute-phase tamarin plasma led to the identification of two novel RNA viruses, GBV-A and GBV-B (7). While GBV-A was shown to be an indigenous tamarin virus that does not cause hepatitis, GBV-B was directly associated with the development of acute hepatitis in tamarins (8) . Attempts to detect GBV-B in the initial human inoculum as well as in additional tamarins or other New World monkeys failed; thus, the natural host and evolutionary origin of GBV-B have remained unclear (1, (9) (10) (11) .
Because GBV-B is closely related to HCV, experimental infection of New World primates with this virus has been proposed as a surrogate animal model for HCV infection, currently only possible in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) (12) . Experimental infection of tamarins with GBV-B usually results in acute, self-resolving infection with subacute hepatitis (13) . However, persistent infection has been described in marmosets, including chronic and progressive hepatitis C-like disease (14) . The first nonprimate hepaciviruses (NPHV) were recently identified in domestic dogs and horses (11, 15) . These viruses cluster phylogenetically with the hepatitis C viruses, with molecular dating estimates suggesting a common ancestor no more recent than 500 to 1,000 years before the present (ybp) (11, 15) . Other hepaciviruses distantly related to GBV-B have been identified in three rodent species from the Southwestern United States, deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus), desert wood rats (Neotoma lepida), and hispid pocket mice (Chaetodipus hispidus) (4) , as well as in two African bat species, the striped leaf-nosed bat (Hipposideros vittatus) and the largeeared free-tailed bat (Otomops martiensseni) (5) . To our knowledge, however, no hepaciviruses have yet been identified in wild nonhuman primates (NHPs).
Here we report the discovery and characterization of the first hepacivirus infecting a wild nonhuman primate, the black-andwhite colobus (Colobus guereza), an Old World monkey, in Kibale National Park, Uganda. This virus, guereza hepacivirus (GHV), shares common ancestry with GBV-B, rodent hepaciviruses (RHV), and one of three recently discovered bat hepaciviruses (BHV), and it shows evidence of ancient recombination with these viruses. Notably, GHV contains an unusual nonstructural 5A (NS5A) protein that is approximately twice the length of any other known NS5A protein within the Flaviviridae and that exhibits unique structural features, including an exceptionally long intrin-sically disordered region at the carboxy terminus. These findings shed new light on the host range, natural history, and evolution of the hepaciviruses. In addition, the unique features of the NS5A protein of GHV substantially expand our understanding of the extent of structural and functional variation within the Flaviviridae.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling and high-throughput sequencing. Black-and-white colobus (BWC) monkeys were sampled from Kibale National Park, Uganda, a 795-km 2 forested park in Western Uganda (0°13=-0°41ЉN, 30°19=-30°32ЉE) known for its exceptional primate diversity and biomass (16) . As part of a long-term study of primate ecology and health (17) , nine animals were immobilized and sampled as previously described (18) . All animal protocols received prior approval from the Uganda National Council for Science and Technology, the Uganda Wildlife Authority, and the University of Wisconsin Animal Care and Use Committee, and all samples were shipped in accordance with international laws under Ugandan CITES permit no. 002290.
One milliliter of blood plasma from each animal was filtered (0.45-m pore) to remove residual host cells, and viral RNA was isolated using the Qiagen QIAamp MinElute virus spin kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), omitting carrier RNA. After DNase treatment, RNA was random hexamer primed, subjected to double-stranded cDNA synthesis, and prepared for sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq using the Nextera DNA sample preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) as previously described (19) . Sequence data were analyzed using CLC Genomics Workbench 5.5 (CLC bio, Aarhus, Denmark). Briefly, low-quality reads (Phred quality score below 30) and short reads (Ͻ100 bp) were removed, and the remaining reads were subjected to de novo assembly. Assembled contiguous sequences (contigs) were queried against the GenBank database using the basic local alignment search tools blastn and blastx (20) .
Phylogenetic and evolutionary analyses. Translated protein sequences for complete NS3 helicase or NS5A RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) motifs of 40 viruses available in GenBank were included in phylogenetic analyses to represent known major clades within the Flaviviridae and the maximum diversity within each clade. Sequence alignments were generated using MAAFT (21) across the four Flaviviradae genera using TranslatorX (22) . Neighbor-joining trees (23) were constructed from translated amino acid alignments using the computer program MEGA5 (24) , with 1,000 bootstrap replicates of the data to assess the statistical confidence of phylogenetic groupings.
Time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) analyses were conducted using BEAST v1.6.2 (25) , with a relaxed molecular clock and an uncorrelated log normal rate distribution, a Yule tree prior, the HKY nucleotide substitution model with gamma distributed rates, an estimated proportion of invariable sites, and two alignments of HCV, NPHV, and GBV-B NS5B sequences (nucleotides [nt] 8200 to 8800, based on HCV-H reference strain numbering). The first alignment was composed of 597 bp and included all three codon positions (123cdp), while the second alignment was composed of 398 bp containing only the first and second codon positions (12cdp) to account for site saturation at the wobble position. TMRCAs were inferred using previously determined HCV-1 and HCV-6 evolutionary rates (1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 and 1.72 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 nucleotide substitutions per site per year, respectively). Fifty million Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC) were used in each run, and chain convergence and mixing, effective sample sizes (ESS) (all of which were greater than 400), and Bayes factors were determined using the program Tracer v1.5. Maximum clade credibility (MCC) trees were obtained using TreeAnnotator after a burn-in of the first 1,000 trees. MCC trees were viewed using the program FigTree v1.3.1.
Recombination within GHV and between GHV and the other hepaciviruses was assessed using the statistical recombination analysis methods available in the computer package RDP3 (26) . Synonymous (dS) and nonsynonymous (dN) substitution rates of codon-aligned GHV sequences were calculated using SNAP (27) . Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) above a minimum variant threshold of 5% and intrahost sequence diversity ( S and N ) were quantified as previously described (28) . Amino acid similarity between GHV and related hepaciviruses was plotted across codon-aligned genomes by the sliding-window method implemented in SimPlot v3.5.1 (29) .
Protein structure and function analysis of NS5A. Three-dimensional (3D) models representing NS5A tertiary protein structure were derived using a protein structure modeling ab initio approach based on the iterative implementation of the threading assembly refinement (I-TASSER) method (30, 31) . Full-atomic 3D models from the 95 N-terminal residues (residues 1 to 95) and 470 C-terminal residues (residues 414 to 883) of NS5A, encompassing GHV-1 (variant from animal BWC08) polyprotein positions 1862 to 1956 and 2275 to 2744 (denoted as T-211 and T-216, respectively), were generated using the I-TASSER software package v1.1 (30, 32) . Accuracy assessments of 3D models were based on two scoring functions: the confidence (C) score and the template modeling (TM) score (31, 32) . The top-ranked 3D model from each NS5A region was then selected for further modeling refinements and function analysis. Overall stereochemical quality of 3D models was assessed with PROCHECK v3.5 (33) after additional refinements to remove atomic clashes were carried out on the top-ranked 3D models of T-211 and T-216 using WHATIF v8.0 (34). Secondary structure (3 states: coil, helix, and strand) of the 95-amino-acid (aa) N-terminal and 470-aa C-terminal NS5A regions were determined by computer prediction using PSIPRED v2.6 (35) .
Sequence-based analyses of NS5A to identify intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) and sites within IDRs with capacity to undergo disorderto-order transitions for binding interactions were conducted with ANCHOR v1.0 (36) . Identification of possible binding partners involved in protein-protein or substrate-protein interactions at predicted binding sites, as determined by the ANCHOR algorithm (37) , was based on a database of functional sites conforming to the constraints of linear motifs (LMs) (38) . LMs obtained from the Eukaryotic Linear Motif server (39) and from the Calmodulin Target Database server (40) were also included in the database of LMs (servers last accessed on 8 March 2012).
Additional function associations annotated to the GHV-1 NS5A protein were determined by performing structure-based function analysis on 3D models T-211 and T-216. Functional predictions from 3D models were performed using a template-matching method (41) that searches for and identifies proteins with significant structure matching to a query template in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The known functional characteristics (based on Gene Ontology [GO] terms; http://sbkb.org/) and molecular interaction pathways (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes [KEGG] pathways; http://www.genome.jp/kegg/) of the corresponding matching PDB templates (matches with E values of Ͻ0.10) were then associated to NS5A.
The total personal supercomputer computational resources consumed to run the I-TASSER suite programs to generate 3D models of the NS5A 470-aa and 95-aa fragments were 34.7 and 6.3 h, respectively. Runs were conducted in parallel using a total of 28 central processing units (CPU) for a total maximum of 520 CPU h and a peak memory of 16 GB. The data required a total storage space of 47.2 GB.
RESULTS
Discovery and genomic characterization of guereza hepacivirus (GHV). Deep sequencing of RNA from blood plasma of nine black-and-white colobus monkeys from Kibale National Park, Uganda, resulted in 1,633,000 to 2,232,000 trimmed-paired-end reads per sample. In three animals (BWC04, BWC05, and BWC08), de novo assembly revealed an RNA virus with genomic architecture matching known viruses in the family Flaviviridae. Sequences covering the entire coding region as well as partial 5= and 3= untranslated regions (UTRs) were acquired for viruses from all three animals, with an average coverage depth between 464ϫ and 2,220ϫ (GenBank sequence accession no. KC551800 to KC551802). Pairwise nucleotide-level comparisons among the three variants revealed that two variants were highly similar to each other (98% identity [ID] between the variants from animals BWC05 and BWC08) but divergent from the third variant (85% average ID between the variant from animal BWC04 and the variants from animals BWC05 and BWC08). A query against the GenBank database revealed that the two viruses were most closely related to viruses in the genus Hepacivirus. Across the coding genome, the new viruses shared limited nucleotide identity with other hepaciviruses: HCV (43%), NPHV (43%), RHV (47%), GBV-B (48%), and BHV (50%). To indicate host species of origin (Colobus guereza), we designate the new viral variants GHV (guereza hepacivirus). Based on the established nomenclature (42), we classified the three GHV variants into two subtypes: GHV-1 (from animals BWC05 and BWC08) and GHV-2 (from animal BWC04).
GHV encodes a 3,336-aa (GHV-1) or 3,334-aa (GHV-2) polyprotein and 5= and 3= UTR sequences of at least 270 nt and 134 nt, respectively. Notably, the GHV coding sequence is over 1 kb longer than those of GBV-B, NPHV or HCV, largely due to an unusually long NS5A gene. Overall, the 5= UTR of GHV had limited homology to the UTRs of other hepaciviruses. However, a 99-bp region adjacent to the start of the polyprotein showed structures analogous to stem-loops IIId, IIIe, and IIIf in the HCV 5= UTR (data not shown). The remaining 5= UTR returned no matches after searching against the GenBank sequence databases. A canonical microRNA 122 (miRNA-122) binding site (CACUCC), also present near the 5= UTR N terminus of HCV, GBV-B, NPHV, and RHV (15), was detected in both GHV-1 and GHV-2 5= UTR sequences at nucleotides 11 to 18, potentially indicating hepatotropicity of these viruses. The longest 3= UTR, recovered from GHV-2, had a length of 199 nt and did not share homology with 3= UTRs of other hepaciviruses. The three stem-loop structures present in the 98X region of HCV were replaced by a single stem-loop with 45 bp in the stem and a bulge of 5 bases. This singular stem-loop also includes a short 6-nt poly(C) tract 46 nucleotides downstream of the stop codon and is thus comparable to the 10-nt poly(C) tract observed in RHV (4) .
GHV polyprotein cleavage sites were predicted based on an alignment with members of the Hepacivirus and Pegivirus genera and through manual (43, 44) and in silico (45, 46) signalase and NS3-NS4A protease cleavage site prediction. Similar to HCV, GBV-B, NPHV, BHV, and RHV, predicted cleavage sites on the GHV polyprotein resulted in 10 viral proteins representing the typical Hepacivirus genome organization ( Fig. 1A and C) . Within the core, no canonical ribosomal slippery site was identified. However, a possible alternative reading frame protein (ARFP), which overlaps much of the HCV ARFP/F protein (47), was identified for GHV, with a potential AUG start codon 82 nt downstream of the polyprotein initiation site and a coding capacity of 136 aa. Previous studies have demonstrated initiation of ARFP translation from AUG start codons located downstream of this polyprotein initiation site (47) . The GHV E1 and E2 proteins each contained four predicted N-glycosylation sites, similar in abundance to sites predicted for GBV-B (3 and 6 sites, respectively), RHV (2 and 4 sites), and BHV (2 and 5 sites), but fewer than the number of sites in HCV (6 and 11 sites) and NPHV (4 and 10 sites). Of GHV's predicted N-glycosylation sites, two in E1 and all four in E2 were conserved with GBV-B, while two in each protein were conserved with RHV and BHV. Such N-glycosylation sites are important for the proper folding of the Hepacivirus envelope proteins, and they have been highlighted to support evolutionary distinctions among hepaciviruses (1, 11) .
Amino acids essential for NS2 (His-855 and Cys-895, with reference to GHV-1) and NS3 (His-983, Asp-1007, and Ser-1066, with reference to GHV-1) protease function are conserved between GHV-1 and GHV-2 and with GBV-B and HCV (1) . Of note, as in HCV, GHV appears to encode a p7-like protein, rather than the p13 protein characteristic of GBV-B (48) . The HCV and GHV p7 are both 63 amino acids in length and consist of two transmembrane domains connected by a cytoplasmic loop. Unlike HCV, the GHV cytoplasmic loop contains three instead of two positively charged amino acids, resembling the p7 protein of bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) (49) and the p7 homolog of GBV-B, comprising the C-terminal half of p13 (48) .
The GHV NS5A protein (882 to 883 aa) is approximately twice the length of any other known NS5A within the Flaviviridae. By comparison, the next largest known NS5A, belonging to a pestivirus, BVDV-1, comprises 496 aa. While the first 175 aa of the N terminus and the last 45 aa of the C terminus aligned convincingly with the NS5A of GBV-B, the intervening 662-to 663-aa region aligned poorly, or not at all, with the corresponding 191 aa of the GBV-B NS5A. BLAST comparisons of the GHV NS5A C-terminal ϳ690 aa yielded no detectable homology to currently described nucleotide or protein sequences within the GenBank databases. Proposed NS3-4A serine protease cleavage sites for GBV-B and GHV (based on sequence alignment) do not completely adhere to the canonical form reported for HCV (44, 50) . Therefore, we cannot exclude the existence of cryptic NS3-4A serine protease cleavage sites within this region of the GHV NS5A. However, apparent homology between GHV and GBV-B in N-and C-terminal regions of NS5A suggests that the entire sequence is expressed as a single protein.
Sliding-window analyses of amino acid similarities between GHV and selected hepaciviruses are shown in Fig. 1B . Across the region from core to NS4B, GHV is most similar to BHV. However, in NS5B GHV shares the highest sequence similarity with RHV. This pattern of discordant similarity suggests recombination; however, formal analysis of recombination using RDP3 proved inconclusive. Among the hepaciviruses compared, the amino acid similarity was highest in the NS3 helicase domain and across the NS5B RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) motifs. Between GHV-1 and GHV-2, the amino acid similarity was lowest in the NS5A protein, particularly in the aforementioned region, with no detectable homology to any sequence in GenBank (Fig. 1) .
Phylogenetic and genetic diversity analyses. Phylogenies constructed from NS3 helicase and NS5B RdRp alignments ( Fig.  2A and B ) yielded topologies consistent with established relationships among the Flaviviridae (1, 11). Together, these trees supported the grouping of GHV within the Hepacivirus genus and the shared common ancestry of GHV, GBV-B, RHV, and BHV-112. Consistent with the sliding-window similarity analysis described above, the phylogenetic position of GHV was discordant between the two trees, with GHV sharing a most recent common ancestor with BHV-112 in the NS3 helicase phylogeny but with RHV in the NS5B RdRp phylogeny.
To investigate the timing of GHV's divergence from the other hepaciviruses, we estimated the time to most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) for all seven HCV genotypes, NPHV, GBV-B, and GHV. The relaxed molecular clock used in this analysis was based on substitution rates previously used to determine diver-gence times for HCV (HCV-1, 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 ; HCV-6, 1.7 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ) (51, 52) and that approximate the substitution rates proposed for GBV-B during chronic infection of tamarins (1. , based on HCV-1 and HCV-6 substitution rates, respectively. TMRCA estimates using only first and second codon positions were proportionally similar but approximately half as ancient in all cases (data not shown). Because of uncertainties associated with extrapolation of short-term evolutionary rates to deeper time scales (54) as well as potential differences in GHV substitution rates compared to HCV and GBV-B, these dates should be regarded as minimum estimates.
GHV subtypes were further characterized by assessing both intra-and interhost genetic diversity. Intrahost genetic variability was low and consisted of 35 to 99 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) across the GHV open reading frame (ORF). This amount of variability is higher than that for dengue virus but considerably lower than that for HCV (55, 56) . The majority of polymorphisms detected were present at frequencies below 10%, indicating that many of these SNPs may be selectively neutral. Across the coding genome, intrahost synonymous nucleotide diversity ( S ) was significantly higher than intrahost nonsynonymous nucleotide diversity ( N ) (P Ͻ 0.01), with S exceeding N by a ratio of 77:1 and with the highest intrahost diversity in NS5A (Table 1) . Consonant with this pattern, most nucleotide differences between GHV-1 and GHV-2 consensus sequences occurred at synonymous sites with low dN/dS ratios (0.046), comparable to published values for NPHV (structural genes, 0.057; nonstructural genes, 0.03) and human Pegivirus (structural genes, 0.063; nonstructural genes, 0.029) (15) . The region of lowest GHV intersubtype nucleotide diversity and lowest dN/dS was NS3 (11.5% difference; dN/dS ratio, 0.011), and the region of highest GHV intersubtype nucleotide diversity and highest dN/dS ratio was NS5A (19.3% difference; dN/dS ratio, 0.089). NS5A protein structure and inferred functions. Three approaches (primary sequence comparison as well as secondary and tertiary structure comparisons) were used to identify proteins with similar structure and presumably similar function to the GHV NS5A. All tertiary structure-based analyses, initiated from computer-generated 3D models of NS5A, were found to be either of good or satisfactory stereochemical quality (Table 2 ). Sequence alignments revealed that the 95 N-terminal residues of NS5A contain a zinc-binding motif, C 17 CxCx 20 C, which is conserved in NS5A of hepaciviruses and other related viruses (57) . Secondary structure predictions using PSIPRED (35) indicated a topology consisting of two ␣-helices and three ␤-strands across this region, and tertiary modeling (model T-211) (Fig. 3) supported high structural similarity between the GHV and HCV NS5A zinc-binding motifs (root mean square deviation [RMSD], Ͻ2 Å) (Table 3) , with predicted ␤-strands arranging to form an antiparallel ␤-sheet (57). The absence of homologous sequences in GenBank precluded similar sequence-based analyses of the remaining portion of the GHV NS5A protein.
The HCV NS5A protein is known to have intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) that are relevant to many of its inferred functions, including host regulatory and signaling processes (58) (59) (60) . In silico analysis of the GHV-1 polyprotein predicted the presence of intrinsically disordered regions within the core and NS5A proteins (Fig. 4) . In particular, 70.8% of NS5A's 521-aa C terminus (residues 2223 to 2743) was predicted to be intrinsically disordered, including several continuous disordered stretches of Ͼ20 aa (residues 2223 to 2260, 2304 to 2457, 2468 to 2512, 2565 to 2588, 2628 to 2656, and 2677 to 2743). Disorder in the HCV core and NS5A proteins has been observed previously, but the length of the disordered region in the GHV NS5A is unprecedented among known flaviviruses (60, 61) .
Further analysis of the GHV NS5A detected IDRs with ten- Stereochemical quality, no. of residues (%) 
a 3D models were generated using the I-TASSER method (32) . Briefly, to excise continuous fragments from structural alignments, 5 threading programs were sequentially implemented against the Protein Data Bank (PDB) to select the best templates matching the query sequence. Template selection by each method was restricted to 20 matches. Assembly of continuous fragments was performed by running up to 15 Monte Carlo simulations. Full-atomic 3D models (n ϭ 5) were generated after energy minimization refinements of assembled structures. b The accuracy of predicted models was evaluated by confidence (C) scores. The C score is a confidence score for estimating the quality of predicted models. This score is typically in the range of Ϫ5 to 2, where a high value signifies a model with a high confidence and vice versa. A TM score of Ͼ0.5 indicates a model of correct topology, and a TM score of Ͻ0.17 means a random similarity. Also shown is the estimated root mean square deviation (RMSD) resolution of predicted models in angstroms. c Stereochemical quality assessment of residue spatial geometries, as defined by Ramachandran plot, was conducted with the PROCHECK program v3.5 (33).
FIG 3
Three-dimensional models of the GHV-1 NS5A protein.
The ab initio-generated models are based on the 95-aa N-terminal (T-211) and 470-aa C-terminal (T-216) sequences of the black-and-white colobus 08 (BWC08) variant. (A) T-211. Shown is the antiparallel ␤-sheet consisting of three ␤-strands colored in blue, orange, and green, which, respectively, resemble strands B1, B2, and B3 described previously for the crystal structure (PDB, 1zh1) of the HCV NS5A zinc-binding site region (64) . The putative conserved cysteine residues involved in zinc coordination (C44, C62, C64, and C86) are colored red. Also shown in purple are the long and short ␣-helix structures (the amino-terminal helix being a putative conserved anchor component of NS5A). (B) T-216. The ␣-helix and ␤-strand secondary structure elements are shown in purple and blue, respectively. The longest segment in the NS5A region found to have significant structural homology to RHD of the IB␣ p65 protein is colored red.
dency to undergo substrate-induced disorder-to-order transitions, suggesting that the GHV NS5A, like that of HCV, may have the capacity to bind transiently to a range of substrates, including class 1, 3, and 5 Src homology 3 (SH3) protein domains (58-60) (Fig. 4) . Congruently, IDRs exhibiting class II polyproline motifs PxxPx[KR] and PxxPxx[KR] (known as PP2.1 and PP2.2, respectively) were identified in the GHV NS5A C terminus. In HCV, these motifs are known to bind several SH3 domains, thus mediating protein-protein interactions in many signaling processes in the cytoplasm (58) . While the PP2.2 motif was observed in both GHV-1 variants (2637-PPPPMVR-2643) and in GHV-2 (2636-P PPPMVR-2642), the PP2.1 motif was only present in GHV-2 (2421-PSSPTR-2426) and in the GHV-1 variant from animal BWC05 (2487-PEQPVR-2492). Three-dimensional modeling of the 470 C-terminal residues of NS5A (model T-216) (Fig. 3) , which includes the longest IDRs detected (Fig. 4) , indicated that regions with a structural helix or strands were few and separated by long stretches of coiled residues. Concordantly, the PSIPRED (35) secondary structure profile for this region indicated a low percentage of residues in strand (10%) or helix (20%) conformation. Additionally, this model revealed structural modules that were similar to crystal structure models of the IB␣ p65 subunit, which is known to interact with a variety of nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-B)/Rel transcription factors (62) . Most of these modules (the largest comprising an 18-aa-long stretch, residues 436 to 454) matched the N-terminus Rel homology domain of the IB␣ p65 protein with significant structural similarity (RMSD Ͻ 3 Å) ( Table 3 ). In relation to the HCV NS5A, the parallel presence of IDRs and the apparent conservation of N-and C-terminal functional motifs in GHV lend additional support to the hypothesis that the putative NS5A sequence expresses a single protein product.
DISCUSSION
The detection of GHV in the black-and-white colobus represents the first documented natural infection of a nonhuman primate with a Hepacivirus and expands the known host range of this globally important viral genus to Old World monkeys. The recent discovery of hepaciviruses infecting dogs, horses, rodents, and bats (4, 5, 11, 15) suggests that the evolution of this viral genus has involved several host shifts across diverse mammalian families. Phylogenetic analyses of GHV using NS3 helicase and NS5B RdRp amino acid sequence alignments confidently support the shared common ancestry among GHV, GBV-B, RHV, and BHV-112 within the Flaviviridae. This lineage's root near the origin of the Hepacivirus clade and the inclusion in this clade of viruses infecting both New and Old World monkeys suggest an early divergence of GHV from the other major Hepacivirus lineage containing HCV and the NPHVs, at least 1,000 to 1,500 ybp. Similarity plot analysis demonstrates the greatest amino acid identity between GHV and BHV-112 across most of their genomes, possibly reflecting the East African origins of these two viruses. However, GHV is more similar to RHV in NS5B. This pattern is reflected in topological discordance between phylogenies constructed from NS3 helicase and NS5B RdRp amino acid alignments. Together, these analyses suggest that cross-species transmission and ancient recombination have played important roles in the evolution of GHV and related hepaciviruses.
Genomic analyses of the two GHV subtypes showed moderate sequence divergence, with the majority of changes occurring at synonymous sites, suggesting an overall pattern of purifying selection. Analysis of intrahost variability supports this conclusion, in that the majority of polymorphisms within infected hosts were selectively neutral and overall synonymous nucleotide diversity significantly exceeded nonsynonymous nucleotide diversity across the viral genomes. These observations suggest that GHV is adapted to its host; in this light, we note that no animals appeared clinically ill at the time of sampling, nor have any been observed with overt clinical signs subsequently. While we are unable to rule out disease association definitively or to ascertain tissue tropism, the presence of an miRNA-122 binding site in the GHV 5= UTR is suggestive of hepatotropism. For HCV, two such sites have been identified in the 5= UTR with functions essential for replication in hepatocytes (63) . Similarly, the importance of this binding site for hepaciviruses in general has been proposed based on its detection in the 5= UTRs of RHV, NPHV, and GBV-B (4).
GHV contains features in the NS5A gene that substantially broaden our understanding of structural and functional variability within the Flaviviridae. The N-terminal amphipathic ␣-helix and structural organization within the GHV NS5A zinc-binding motif resemble the N-terminal membrane anchor and zinc bind- 00EϪ06 Ͻ E value Ͻ 0.01), possible (0.01 Ͻ E value Ͻ 0.10), or long shots (0.10 Ͻ E value Ͻ 10.0). Details on scoring functions and methods are described elsewhere (41) . c The structural similarity shows the percentage of all residues that lie in structurally fittable segments (i.e., segments consisting of at least 7 consecutive residues that, when structurally superposed on equivalent C-␣ positions, give a root mean squaxyre deviation (RMSD) of Ͻ3.0 Å. d Length of longest fittable segment. e Number of residue pairs from the two structures that could be superposed on the C-␣ atoms to give an RMSD of Ͻ3.0 Å.
ing regions of the NS5A in hepaciviruses and pestiviruses (57, 64) . The degree of structural similarity at these regions suggests that, like the HCV NS5A, the GHV NS5A may perform functions involving cellular membrane association and zinc-binding coordination (e.g., RNA replication) (57, 65) . However, the C-terminal half of GHV's unprecedentedly long NS5A protein is intrinsically disordered. IDRs can experience transient substrate-induced disorder-to-order conformations to provide low-affinity binding motifs that stabilize interactions mediated by canonical high-affinity binding sites. Accordingly, the extensive repertoire of binding substrates for HCV's NS5A protein has been largely attributed to intrinsic disorder at functionally active IDRs in domains II and III (59, 60, 66) . Interestingly, a region encompassing a 154-aa-long IDR within the GHV-1 NS5A (residues 2304 to 2457 in the polyprotein) exhibits structural similarity to the Rel homology domain of the transcription factor IB␣ p65, which has been shown to interact with a variety of NF-B/Rel transcription factors (62) . This observation suggests that GHV NS5A may be involved in modulating key regulators involved in expression of proinflammatory, immunomodulatory, and antiapoptotic genes (67) . Moreover, the GHV NS5A protein contains a tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptorassociated factor 2 (TRAF2) binding motif (733-SFQE-736; polyprotein positions 2594 to 2597). For HCV, the NS5A-TRAF2 protein complex has been shown to inhibit TNF-induced NF-B activation, thereby increasing cellular resistance to apoptotic stimuli (68) , perhaps modulating host responses to pathogens, persistence of viral infection, and disease severity (69) . An inhibitory effect by NS5A-protein complexes on TNF-induced NF-B activation has also been reported for BVDV, albeit mediated through NS5A-binding interactions with different host immunomodulatory proteins (70) .
The presence of the class II polyproline binding motif PP2.2 in the disordered region of all GHV variants provides further support for a potential role of GHV NS5A in fine-tuning a variety of cellular signaling pathways. This motif is also highly conserved in the NS5A of HCV and has been demonstrated to mediate interactions with SH3 protein domains (58, 71) . Highly disordered regions at the polyproline-containing SH3 binding domain in HCV NS5A transiently adopt ␣-helical structures to form a noncanoni- cal SH3-binding motif, which, in addition to the class II canonical SH3-binding motifs, is necessary for "bridging integrator protein 1" (Bin1)-SH3 binding (58) . The PP2.1 and PP2.2 motifs found in GHV might also play important roles in the binding of other SH3 proteins, such as Src family kinases (e.g., Lyn and Fyn), which modulate activity of proteins that regulate several signaling pathways (72) . The NS5A functional predictions proposed herein for GHV await experimental confirmation. Nevertheless, available data suggest that GHV encodes an 883-or 882-aa-long NS5A protein: (i) structure-based functional associations are compatible between the HCV and GHV NS5A proteins, (ii) canonical, HCVlike NS3/4A protease cleavage sites are absent within the GHV NS5A, and (iii) a possible NS3/4A protease cleavage site exists at the proposed C terminus of GHV's NS5A, including the "P1" Cys residue conserved among the hepaciviruses, pestiviruses, and pegiviruses.
Research on HCV has been limited by the lack of a suitable animal model. The chimpanzee model uniquely permits studies of HCV infectivity and pathogenesis (73) but has considerable drawbacks, including expense, availability, biocontainment, and ethical considerations (13) . GBV-B has been advocated as an NHP surrogate model for HCV infection, but the natural host of this virus is still unknown, and GBV-B can only infect New World monkeys. Old World monkeys are the most commonly used NHPs in biomedical research and have served as well-established animal models for human disease (e.g., simian immunodeficiency virus [SIV] infection of macaques [Macaca sp.] or African green monkeys [Chlorocebus sp.] mimicking HIV infection in humans). The fact that GHV was found in an Old World primate host raises the possibility that it might infect other Old World monkeys and could lead to a useful animal model for human viral hepatitis, especially considering the putative liver tropism of GHV. Furthermore, although GHV shares a common ancestor with GBV-B, RHV, and BHV-112, it exhibits important structural and proposed functional similarities to HCV, such as the presence of a possible ARFP-F homolog within the core protein, the putative expression of a p7 protein, and the occurrence of IDRs in both core and NS5A proteins. GHV therefore contains unique combinations of structural and functional features that hold promise for expanding our understanding of the basic biology of the hepaciviruses. Examination of the ability of GHV to cause clinical disease is clearly in order, as are focused attempts to discover related viruses in other animals.
